FINANCIAL SERVICES
BANKING ON RELIABLE
INFORMATION
With net income exceeding $3B, this leading global bank’s
security operations team protects the brand’s reputation as well
as tens of thousands of employees working at facilities in more
than 30 countries. As the largest organization with the largest
security team in the Dataminr study, this bank demonstrates
how even a complex global organization can streamline
information flow in the GSOC with a well-defined process fueled
by open source, real-time information.

Key Takeaways
• Efficiency depends more on established
processes than organizational structure
• Well-established GSOCs excel at cataloging
events for future analysis and trend detection

CorpSec Q&A

Las Vegas Music
Festival Massacre

22 minutes
ahead of major
news sources

OCTOBER 02, 2017

When asked to share an example of
how social media has changed its
information ﬂow, the bank volunteered
its experience dealing with the Las
Vegas shooting in October 2017, when
a gunman opened ﬁre at concertgoers,
killing 58 and wounding more than 500.

Dataminr’s
First Alert

Dataminr’s Alert
Conﬁrms Event

Video Records
Automatic Gunﬁre

1:19 a.m.

1:25 a.m.

1:45 a.m.

According to the bank, a Dataminr Real-time Alert provided
the ﬁrst indication that something was wrong, arriving within
a minute of the ﬁrst shots. This triggered an event analysis,
which follows a rigorous process designed to distribute
important details to local resources as quickly as possible.
The team pulled up a map to visualize local facilities and
determine if any employees were traveling in the area.

The team then wrote a spot
report and sent it to ﬁrst-tier
stakeholders, including the
Las Vegas regional manager.
This initial assessment arrived
before the event appeared
on mainstream news.

Suspect Conﬁrmed
Down

2:58 a.m.

The spot report gives stakeholders a “single version of
the truth,” which eliminates the risk of discrepancies and
confusion. With a common report in hand, the team
conﬁrmed the details and produced follow-ups as more
news reports emerged. After the event, analysts
cataloged it in a historical database that can help inform
training exercises as well as strategic business decisions.

When was your security team established? Before 9/11
How big is your team? 75 to 100 people worldwide,
plus contractors

Following a
Rigorous Process

What is your most common task? Alarms and 
physical security
What are your top priorities for the next five years?
1

2

3

Develop an insider threat program
Improve coordination between physical 
and cyber security
M
 odernize and improve processes to establish
technological consistency at all locations

Open-source
Platforms

On lockdown in
#lasvegas
...active shooter
across the street

They’ve got us down an
taking cover now on the
corner, not sure what’s
happening

October 02, 2017 - 1:58 a.m.

October 02, 2017 - 2:31 a.m.

INFORMATION VALID

INFORMATION ARRIVES

Media
Sources

CRITICAL: TERROR ATTACK

ANALYSTS PERFORM
PRELIMINARY VETTING

SECURITY ANALYSTS
CREATE A SPOT REPORT

Security
CSO
Management

Regional Corporate
Managers Comms

SEND SPOT REPORT TO
SELECT DECISION MAKERS

ANALYSTS PERFORM A DEEPER DIVE

CALL STAKEHOLDERS
DIRECTLY

SHARE DETAILS WITH
REGIONAL MANAGER

ALERT:
EMPLOYEES
IN AREA

GSOC ISSUES EMERGENCY
NOTIFICATION

ANALYSTS CATALOG
THE EVENT IN A
HISTORICAL DATABASE

